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“Fertility challenges can’t help but impact a marriage. Love and Infertility has been a
bible for my retreat patients. Filled with warmth, compassion, and Kristen Magnacca’s
delightful humorous understanding, I consider Love and Infertility a must for fertility
patients. Let this book strengthen your love relationship as you build your family. I
love this book almost as much as I love its author!”

- Randine Lewis, Ph.D., L.Ac.
author of The Infertility Cure and The Way of the Fertile Soul
www

“Kristen is a friend to countless women suffering the pain of infertility.”
- Dianne Gill, Woman’s World Magazine

“Love and Infertility is a unique book that helps those battling infertility realize a 
couple is already a family, whether they have a child or not. Magnacca’s strategies can
be put into practice by all couples who seek to improve their communication and 
create home environments of love and mutual respect.”

- Lisa Rosenthal, American Infertility Association

FROM LOVE AND INFERTILITY

1. Celebrate even the tiny victories. There’s always something to celebrate. Are
you healthy? Be grateful. Did you meet your goals for the day? Be grateful.
Did you make it to the gas station on fumes, without running out of gas?
Celebrate! That’s a victory. Look for the tiny speck to cling to in your 
current situation.

2. Create the habit. Take a moment and look at your daily life. Is there a time 
during the day that you can integrate a celebration? What little ritual can
you create that would have its own secret meaning?

3. Don’t diminish your achievements. How easy it is for us humans to face 
extraordinary challenges when we really put our minds to it! Take a
moment to make a list of all you’ve gone through in oursuit of your dreams.

4. Don’t forget that you’re not alone. When facing infertility, you may feel as
though you are the only person or couple experiencing this heartbreak. I
encourage you to join your local chapter of RESOLVE or the American
Infertility Association for support and understanding. Always remember:
You are not alone.

FERTILITY/PARENTING
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I’m going to let you in on a little secret—a somewhat

embarrassing secret. When mine and my former partner Mark’s 
premarital relationship progressed to a more serious level of 

intimacy, contraception became an almost competitive issue. We 

were both vying for control; neither of us would relinquish our own 

preferred method of protection. I’m not sure if this is common with 

all type-A individuals or just with us, but I was taking birth control 

pills daily and Mark wore a condom every time we made love. In 

retrospect, our extreme measures were pretty comical, in a twisted 

way, given the heartbreaking challenge that procreation would soon 

become. 

It wasn’t until we were married and happily installed in our new 
Boston-area home that we loosened our control. After all, the plan 
was to start creating a family as soon as the dust settled from the 
move. Or at least that’s what I thought.

One crisp New England winter day, shortly after the dueling con-

traceptives had been cast aside, a casual stroll through the woods
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behind our house gave way to a startling discovery. Out of the blue,

Mark blurted out that he was having second thoughts and wasn’t

sure he was ready to have a baby. “Maybe I’m not ready for this next

step yet,” he said. 

I was floored! We had discussed having children, and the plan

was for me to sell my business, sell my house, move in with him, and

instantly become pregnant! Now that I had fulfilled my part of the

bargain, my new husband appeared to be backpedaling on his.

“What are you talking about, Mark?” I raised my voice, startling

some fluffy white snow from its peaceful perch on a tree branch

above us. 

“Well,” he said, brushing the snow off his coat, “I was just think-

ing that maybe we should wait a year or so.”

Truly, I could have hurt him at that moment! But I tried to practice

reflective listening, which involves mirroring back what someone has

said in order to communicate your understanding. (More to come

about reflective listening as a communication tool in Strategy Sixteen.) 

“So, let me get this straight,” I said. “I think you’re saying you want

to wait a year to have a baby!!!”

My attempt at reflective listening was really more like screaming

back at Mark what he just said to me. The enchantment of the for-

est was gone and so was my calm, cool state.

“I’m going home!” I trudged off, crunching the snow angrily

beneath my feet.

This conversation was revisited again and again. I really did

understand Mark’s apprehension about taking this giant step to

fatherhood. After all, I had my doubts about my own parenting abil-

ities. But even when my fears bubbled to the surface, I never thought

of discarding the plan. I was older than Mark and, for me, the tim-

ing was right.
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A few days later, Mark invited me for another walk in the forest,

and as soon as the words left his lips, I knew he wanted to clear the

air about the baby conversation. As I bundled up against the frosty

winter weather, I prepared myself for a more cool-headed, open-

minded approach to this impending discussion. 

“Mark, I’ve been thinking. If you feel that this isn’t the ‘right’ time

for us to have a baby, then I need to accept that. I’m so disappointed,

though, and in some way feel as if I was bamboozled. I held up my

part of the agreement and now you’re renegotiating your side and

changing the agreement altogether.

“I’ve been giving this new information a great deal of thought and

have to let you know that I’m at a crossroads in my life now because

of your change of mind. I had envisioned a child to love and devote

myself to, but lately I’ve been thinking that I would like to start

another company, and, if this is the route that I go, I won’t be in a

position to think about having a baby for the next five years. It’s all

or nothing for me, and you know that starting up any business takes

one hundred percent of one’s attention. So, you’re right—our timing

is off, and we should wait to start our family.”

My monologue, of course, was pure garbage. I was using reverse

psychology. Now, I don’t know if my plan of attack worked or if Mark

had reversed his opinion on his own before my devious little speech,

but by the end of this second walk, both sides were in agreement:

Now was the time to start a family.

This type of exchange—a dialogue fueled by our differing expec-

tations—recurred throughout our months spent trying to conceive,

especially when the stress of a high-pressure, high-tech fertility treat-

ment was thrown into the already volatile emotional mix.

I had expected Mark to view the situation through Kristen-colored

glasses, but he could only view it through his own. For example, when
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we were still hovering in the “average” pregnancy group, I had great

concerns about the months ticking away, yet Mark seemed oblivious

to any urgency. My interruption of his easygoing approach to our

baby-making caused stress for both of us. While I wanted us to go to

the doctor right away and start the testing process, he wanted to wait.

I viewed every passing babyless day as wasted time, yet he thought

we were just getting started. Six months to me was a lifetime of try-

ing; six months to Mark was just a few times at bat. (He frequently

used the baseball metaphor when referring to our baby-making. I did

my best not to take offense.) 

After a few of these back-and-forth discussions, it occurred to me

that we work much better as a team when we have clear direction

and understanding of each other’s perception, position, and needs.

Plans are most effective when they’re in writing, hence the Fertility

Game Plan.

Strategy Two—creating a Fertility Game Plan—is very important

for couples trying to conceive. Mark and I developed ours for two

reasons:

✿ To align our expectations, allowing us to work as a team

from the same page and in the same direction

✿ To give us something concrete on which to focus while we

were dealing with the abstract concept of creation

Mark and I kept at creating our family for years and had moments of

heartbreak and times of triumph. During one particularly difficult

period, while working toward our first child, a miscarriage due to an

ectopic pregnancy pushed us to our breaking point. We knew that our

goal of creating a family was still strong, but, in order to succeed, the
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game plan needed to be changed dramatically. To accommodate our

newfound needs and desires, we totally revamped our game plan. The

high-tech alternatives were our best route to conception, but we were

also embracing the idea of adoption, and our plan had to reflect this.

Here is the Fertility Game Plan we used while trying for our first

baby. 

Mission: To become parents within twelve months from our first

intrauterine insemination.

Agreement: Mark and Kristen are committed to attending all

appointments together to provide an additional set of ears for obtain-

ing information.

We also commit to the following actions: 

✿ After receiving the nightly medication instructions from the

clinic, Kristen will prepare her nightly hormone injections

✿ Mark will administer the nightly injections to Kristen at

6:30 P.M

✿ We will continue on a course of three intrauterine insemina-

tions

✿ We will take a monthly break between each cycle

✿ We will take the summer months off

✿ We will progress to one cycle of in vitro fertilization (IVF) if

necessary

✿ We will explore the option of adoption immediately, call

three agencies, and attend their informational meetings

✿ Each of us will attend the orientation/informational adop-

tion meetings

✿ We will schedule an appointment with a private adoption

attorney
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✿ We will plan a weekly date night where we do not discuss

our fertility challenges

Mutual consent is necessary to modify this agreement.

Our son, Cole, was born on September 21, 1998. Because of our

bumpy fertility journey, almost immediately after his birth we

decided to try for another baby. We had learned from our earlier

experience conceiving Cole what worked for us as a couple and what

we needed to discuss and commit to on paper. For our daughter,

Grace, who came into the world five long years after her brother, our

mission and our agreement remained the same, but we needed to

adapt our Fertility Game Plan slightly to fit our circumstances at the

time. Our thorough planning for conceiving Gracie helped us main-

tain mutual understanding and respect throughout our attempts at

conception. We relied on what we know now that we wished we had

known then! Here’s our activity commitment list from our second-

time-around Fertility Game Plan. 

✿ We will schedule an appointment with a reproductive

endocrinologist

✿ If at all possible, we both will attend doctor’s appointments

together—four ears are better than two!

✿ Kristen will continue to receive craniosacral therapy and

acupuncture treatments

✿ Kristen will take folic acid supplements

✿ Mark will wear boxer shorts, not briefs

✿ Kristen will have a repeat hysterosalpingogram

✿ Mark will visit the urologist and have a repeat semen analysis

✿ We agree to three rounds of in vitro fertilization
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✿ If all of the above does not result in another miracle baby,

we will be thankful to God for our family of three

This Fertility Game Plan was short and to the point, and still we had

to revisit some issues. Mark felt I was too far on the alternative ther-

apy side of working toward balance. He couldn’t understand my reluc-

tance to go full force with the Western medical approach. This caused

some marital discussion, and renegotiations occurred regularly.

Putting It into Practice

The Fertility Game Plan exercise will provide you with a tool for dis-

cussion and allow for issues to be aired and overcome quickly. Here’s

how to get started on your own Fertility Game Plan. The exercises

below are just a beginning point for discussion and creating your

plan. I’m sure once you get started, your conversation will evolve and

so will your plan.

You’ll need two clean sheets of paper and your partner/spouse.

Answer the following questions individually and then discuss your

answers together:

✿ I envision our pregnancy to be

_______________________________.

✿ I envision our life with a child to be

___________________________.

✿ I see myself as this kind of mom or dad

________________________.
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List three things that you feel you need during this time of creating

a family.

1.

2.

3.

If we try for _____ months with no success, are you willing to

seek medical intervention? What does this mean to you, and why?

If we are referred to a reproductive endocrinologist, are you will-

ing to use assisted reproductive technologies to create a family?

If you are currently on the high-tech fertility treatment track, here

are some important additional questions for you to discuss and to

consider addressing in your game plan.

✿ Would you use donor sperm?

✿ Would you use donor eggs?

✿ How many eggs would you implant?

✿ Would you selectively reduce?

✿ What are your thoughts about assisted hatching?

✿ Would you consider a surrogate mom?

✿ What are three things you expect from each other if ever

you find yourselves in a critical situation such as an ectopic

pregnancy or a miscarriage?

✿ What would be your stopping point?

✿ What strategies for compromise would you implement if

this stopping point were not agreed upon?

✿ Would you consider adoption?
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Our Fertility Game Plan brought us both peace of mind and offered

us strength as a couple. Just as with Strategy One: The Dreams List,

once you get clear as a couple on how you’d like the baby-making

experience to be, the universe will process your intention and help

you move forward.
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1.  Cry
2.  Scream
3.  Let it out!  Emotional purge
4.  As for your medical records 
5.  Start documenting your medical appoints to ensure 
accuracy & for review
6.  Get a second opinion
7.  Bring someone with you – 4 ears are better than 2!
8.  Get references to Reproductive Endocrinologist and 
Fertility Clinics 
9.  Attend 3 Fertility Center’s Orientation
10. Ask at orientation or open houses about insurance 
coverage
11. Visit Fertility Within Reach website
12. Visit RESOLVE’s website
13. Visit Path2Parenthood’s website
14. Get a Fertility Buddy (I can help with that)
15. Go to a in person support group
16. Create your Dream’s List (I can help with that too)
17. Create your Fertility Game Plan (I can help here too!)
18.Start the ritual of scheduling a date night with no baby 
creating talk
19. De-Clutter your life, clear out your home, mind and body
20. Create your inner circle of supporters.  Who are you 
sharing this with? 
21. Focus on all of you, mind, body & soul 
22. Cut down on caffeine and eliminate it if you can 
23. Cut down on alcohol consumption:  Moderation
24. Stop Smoking
25. Have your partner be seen by a doctor too 
26. Educate yourself about you!

50 Things To Do When You Are Diagnosed With Infertility



27.  Start a Hormone Diary
28.  Think about Your Mind, Body and Soul when you make 
decisions
29.   Nurture yourself
30.  Give Thanks daily
31.  Begin to understand what emotionally triggers you (I can 
help with this, emotional resilience)
32.  Create your personal system for emotional resilience
33.  Hug- Give and get 10 hugs a day
34.  Ask Questions
35.  Connect to spirit
36.  Create a budge (see #10 & 11)
37.  Plan Fun
38.  Grieve- Let your self grieve without judgment- Mourn the 
loss of how you thought it would be'
39.  When ready Dream Again - The New Normal
40.  Ask for Help
41.  Let the information guide you
42.  Call a time out
43.  Skip events if you’re not emotionally ready to go
44.  Plan a vacation and go!
45.  Cherish this time and part of the process
46.  Remember there’s a beginning, middle and end
47.  Start a journal to your future chil
48.  Stay open the best way or you
49.  Love yourself more.
50.  Schedule a complimentary 30-min coaching call with me

You are Not Alone.

www.KristenDarcy.com
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